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The Orlando based producer duo of Andrew “Dru Brett” Harr and Jermaine “Mayne”
Jacksoncollaboratively known as The Runners of Trac –N- Field Entertainment has done it
again. Hip Hip artist Young Jeezy’s single, “Go Getta” is making record breaking radio spins in
limitless major cities. 

  

With just one year in the production game, The Runners are making the top their home stadium
and the number one on the back of their jerseys. Their first major hit was Rick Ross’s “Hustlin,”
which has immensely sold over a million ring tones! “Hustlin” was such a major hit that it
brought Hip-Hop’s savior, rap artist Jay-Z, out of his “retirement” when he was featured on the
“Hustlin” remix along with hip hop’s Young Jeezy. 

  

Other current singles on the Billboard Charts and on heavy radio rotation include “Where My
Money” by Rick Ross, “Bet That” by Trick Daddy and “Slap” by super hip hop heavy weight
Ludacris, which were creatively produced by these two youthful masterminds.  These
production bad boys are also on board to produce the theme song for the new 2007 season of
America’s Most Wanted. Other notable artists The Runners have worked with and produced
tracks for include “Reppin Time” by Jim Jones, “Money on My Mind” by Lil Wayne “All or
Nothing” by Fat Joe and “Murda Murda” by Juelz Santana. The Runners are set to provide the
market place with hit after hit singles with their production on highly anticipated upcoming songs
and albums which include Pop moguls, Britney Spears and Mariah Carey, Hip-Hop megastar’s
T.I., JadaKiss, and UGK, songstress Christina Milian, the King of R&B; R. Kelly and more!

  

With nothing but great music for the ear and smashing records for the charts, The Runners are
already in the studio working with Trick Daddy, Fabolous, and Trey Songz. The Runners are
just beginning to show the world who they really are. From the masses of hip-hop and R&B all
the way to Pop music, and with mounting interests in fashion, modeling, television, and a label
deal, The Runners’ name is becoming a brand associated with unparalleled success.
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